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Some theorems ofT. Murofushi and M. Sugeno (Fuzzy Sels and Sysfems 29 
(1989), 201-227) concerning representation of fuzzy measures and the Choquet 
integral aregeneralized. It is shown that, ifthere is a certain relation between two 
measurable functions, thenthe Choquet integral is additive forthese two functions. 
In addition this article discusses null sets with respect tofuzzy measures and also 
fuzzy measures defined ona class which is not a c-algebra. 0 1991 Academic press, hc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This article discusses fuzzy measures inthe sense of Sugeno [4], which 
are non-additive monotone set functions. In [3] the authors propose an
interpretation that fuzzy measures xpress with their non-additivity nterac- 
tion among subsets, andshow that he Choquet integral is very reasonable 
as an integration w threspect tofuzzy measures. But the mathematical 
argument in [3] is made on the assumption that he domain of fuzzy 
measures i the power set 2x of a finite set X. In this article this assumption 
is removed. Fuzzy measures are defined ona o-algebra !Z of subsets ofa 
non-empty set X, which is not necessarily a finite set. 
The argument inSections 2 and 3 is a generalization of [3]. Section 2 
discusses the representation of fuzzy measures in terms of classical 
measures. (By classical measure we mean an ordinary measure, a non- 
negative and a-additive setfunction.) Section 3 discusses theChoquet 
integral andits representation. 
* This is arevised and extended version fapaper: Fuzzy measures and Choquet’s integral, 
in “9th Symposium on Applied Functional Analysis, Tokyo Science Univ., Nov. 1986.” 
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Since a fuzzy measure p is non-additive, th  Choquet integral is also 
non-additive. 
(C) j(f + 8) dcl f (Cl jf& + (C) jg &, 
where (C) j fdp denotes the Choquet integral offwith respect to p. But if 
there is a certain relation between f and g, then the equality holds, 
(Cl j(f+g)dp=(C) jfdp+(C) j gdw 
We shall prove this in Section 4.
Section 5 discusses null sets. The “almost everywhere” concept isone of 
the most important concepts in the classical me sure theory. This concept 
is defined bythe “null set” concept, and a null set is defined tobe a 
measurable set of measure zero. This definition of null sets is, however, 
unsuitable forfuzzy measures. If p is a fuzzy measure, itis possible that 
there xist measurable s ts A and B such that p(A) =p(B) =0 but 
p(A u B) > 0. Are such sets suitable to be called “null sets?’ Furthermore 
it is also possible that f = g a.e. in the classical sense, i.e., 
p( (x ( j(x) # g(x)}) = 0, but (C) j f dp # (C) j g dp. Hijhle [2] postulated 
that fuzzy measures vanish for the empty set only. Wang [S] defined null 
sets in the same way as the classical measure theory and postulated a 
property called the null-additivity, 
AAuB)=k4A) whenever p(B) =0. 
From the viewpoint of our interpretation that fuzzy measures xpress inter- 
action among subsets, it isno wonder that here are measurable sets A and 
B such that p(A)=p(B) =0 and p(A u B)>O; for example, there may be 
a task any one person cannot do (i.e., p(A) =p(B) =0) but two persons 
can do (i.e., p(Au B) > 0). The postulations of Hohle and Wang do not 
permit such asituation: theyare too stringent. So wedefine a null set as 
a set which is ineffective and/or unimportant i  view of the interaction w th
the other measurable sets. That is to say, anull set is a measurable setN 
such that 
Section 6 discusses fuzzy measures defined ona general c ass % which is 
not necessarily a o-algebra. Since fuzzy measures are non-additive, we can 
develop the theory without the assumption that !Z is a u-algebra. 
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2. REPRESENTATION OF FUZZY MEASURES 
By an extended real number we mean a real number, positive nfinity cc,
or negative infinity -co. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let ,u be an extended real valued set function defined 
on a family 5Fof sets. 
(1) ,U is said to be monotone if p(A) <p(B) whenever A c B and 
A, BEST. 
(2) p is said to be subadditioe if p(A u B),<,u(A) +p(B) whenever 
AnB=ja and A, B, AuBE%. 
(3) p is said to be continuous from below if, for every increasing 
sequence (A,} of measurable sets for which lim, _o. A, E %, we have 
,Om, + m A,) = lim, +m P(A,). 
(4) p is said to be conditionally continuous from above if, for every 
decreasing sequence {A,} of measurable sets for which Ip( < co for 
at least one value of m and for which lim,, mA,E%, we have 
dim, + oo A,) = lim, .+ mAA,). 
(5) p is said to be continudus from above if, for every decreasing 
sequence {A,} of measurable sets for which lim, _m A, E !F’, we have 
,4im, +m A,) = lim, +m ~(4. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A fuzzy measure on a measurable space (X, T) is an 
extended real valued, non-negative, and monotone set function p, defined 
on X, and such that p(fzI) = 0. A triplet (X,?Z, p) is called a fuzzy measure 
space when ~1 is a fuzzy measure on a measurable space (X, X). 
Let (X, 9) and (Y, g) be measurable spaces. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A mapping H: 97 + g is called an interpreter (fo
measurable sets) ifH atisfies 
(1) H(a)=@ and H(X)= Y, 
(2) H(A) c H(B) whenever A c B. 
A triplet (Y,9, H) is called a frame of (X, CT) (for epresentation) if H is 
an interpreter from$5” to CV. 
In [3] we called an interpreter H a O-l preserving order- 
homomorphism. 
It is obvious that if H: 9” + CV is an interpreter and m is a classical 
measure on CV, then m 0 H is a fuzzy measure on .%. On the basis of this 
fact, wedefine the concept ofrepresentation of fuzzy measures: 
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DEFINITION 2.4. Let (X, X, p) be a fuzzy measure space. A quadruplet 
(Y, Y, m, Z-Z) iscalled a representation of p (or of (X, X, p)) if H is an inter- 
preter f om X to Y, m is a classical me sure on (Y, Y), and p = m 0 H. 
In [3] we proved the following theorem in the case where X is a finite 
set. Even if X is infinite, th  proof is much the same. 
THEOREM 2.5. Every fuzzy measure p has its representation. 
Proof. Let Y be the open interval (0,p(X)) in the real ine, Y the class 
of all Bore1 subsets ofY, and m a Lebesgue m asure on Y. We define an
intepreter H: X -+ Y by H(A) = (0, p(A)) for all AE X. Then obviously 
(Y, Y, m, H) is a representation of p. 1
Next we define the concept of equivalence between representations, If 
( Y, Y, H) is a frame of (X, X), we denote by Y the a-algebra generated by 
(H(A)1 A E X‘>. If (Y, Y, m) is a classical measure space, we denote by 
(Y, m) the measure algebra associated with (Y, Y, m). 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let R, = ( Y,, Yi , m,, H,) and Rz = ( Y2, “y, m2, H,) 
be representations of (X, X, p). R,, and Rz are said to be equivalent if there 
exists anisomorphism T from (Yr, m,) to (C@;, m,) such that ToH, = H,. 
We shall show that, for every measurable space (X, X), there exists a 
frame (S,, $.,, H,) such that, for every fuzzy measure ~1 on X and for 
every representation R of CL, there exists a measure mR on 9” such that 
tsx, %? mRy H,) is a representation of p which is equivalent to R.First we
construct (S,, 9,, H,). 
DEFINITION 2.7. A semi-filter in a measurable space (X, X) is a non- 
empty subclass 0 of X with the properties: 
(1) 046 
(2) if AE0 and AcBEX, then BE& 
We denote the set of all semi-filters in (X, X) by S, and define a mapping 
H,: X + 2sx by 
H,(A)= {OES,(AEO}, VAEX. 
We denote by 9x the a-algebra generated by (H,(A)1 A EX}. The triplet 
(S,, 9$, H,) is called the universal frame of (X, X) for epresentation. 
S, is non-empty since the classes (A E X 1 A # 0) and (X} belong to 
S,. It is clear that H, is an interpreter fromX to Y;-. The next heorem 
shows the reason we call (S,, 9”, H,) the universal frame. 
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THEOREM 2.8. For every representation R = (Y, ??l, m H) of (X, 37, p), 
there exists a measure mR on Sp, such that (S,, gX, mR, H,) is a representa- 
tion of p which is equivalent to R. 
Proof: We define a mapping t: Y--t SX by 
Z(Y)= {AE~UYEWO), VyE Y. 
It follows immediately that H = Z-’ 0 H,, and hence that ris a measurable 
mapping. Let mR be the image measure m 0 z - ‘. Then obviously R, = 
6x? %k mR9 H,) is a representation of p. Since Y;: and @ are generated 
by {H,(A)IAE%~“) and {H(A)IAEX}, respectively, and since 
H = z -’ 0 HX and rnaR = m 0 r ~ I, it follows that T= r -’ is an isomorphism 
from (,u?,, mR) to (g, m). Therefore, Rx is equivalent to R. 1 
The next result follows from Theorems 2.5 and 2.8. 
COROLLARY 2.9 [2]. For every fuzzy measure ,u on (X, %), there xists 
a classical measure m on y;( such that (S,, Y;,, m, HX) is a representation 
OfF 
From Theorem 2.8 and Corollary 2.9it follows that he universal frame 
(S,, $., H,) is sufficient for epresentation of fuzzy measures on(X, %). 
In Appendix we discuss the representation of fuzzy measures with 
continuity. 
3. THE CH~QUET INTEGRAL AND ITS REPRESENTATION 
Let (X, X, p) be a fuzzy measure space. Because we deal only with 
non-negative functions i  this paper, we call a non-negative measurable 
function a measurable function. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The Choquet integral of ameasurable function f with 
respect to ,u is defined by
Throughout this paper we often denote {X 1 f(x) > r> by {f > r} for the 
sake of convenience. 
The next proposition follows immediately from the definition. Statements 
(l), (2), and (3) were shown in Cl]. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f and g be measurable functions and (fn} a 
sequence of measurable functions. 
(1) The Choquet integral is a monotone functional: 
b3jf4W)~gd~ whenever f d g. 
(2) (C)[a.fdu=a.(C)jfdu,Va>O. 
(3) If m is o-additive, . ., m is a classical me sure, then the Choquet 
integral coincides with the Lebesgue integral, 
(C)[fdm=Ifdm. 
(4) (C) j 1, du = u(A), trA ES, where 1A denotes the characteristic 
function of A. 
(5) Let u be continuous from below. iffn t f, then 
(6) Let ube conditionally continuous from above. Iffn if, and iff, d g 
for some measurable function g for which (C) j g dp < 00, then 
The Choquet integral is closely related with the representation of fuzzy 
measures. Let( Y, Y, m, H) be a representation of (X,3, p). 
DEFINITION 3.3. For a measurable function f X, we define a function 
n(f) on Y by 
rl(f)(y)=supIrlyEH((f>r})}, yyE Y. 
We call n an interpreter (for measurable functions) induced byH. 
The interpreter q induced by an interpreter H can be regarded asan 
extension of H; we can easily obtain that q( l,,) = 1 H(A, for all AE 3’. This 
is the reason q has the same name as H. 
Since {~l~l(f)(y) > r> = U,"=, W{xlfb) > r + l/n}), v(f) is a 
measurable function. 
The interpreter q hasanother xpression: 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. For any measurable function f,
m-)(Y) = SUP inf (x), vye Y. 
A: yeH(A) XEA 
Proof Let y be an arbitrary element ofY, a = sup,, ypHCAj inf,, A f(x), 
and s be an arbitrary number less than a. Then there exists A E% such that 
YE H(A) and inf,., f(x) >s. Since f(x) >s for all xEA, it follows that 
y E H(A) c H( (f> s}), and hence q(f)(y) 2 s. Therefore, q(f)(y) 2 a. Next 
we prove the reverse inequality. Let t be an arbitrary number less than 
q(f)(y), and let A= {f> t}. Then by the definition of q we have that 
y E H(A). Therefore, it follows that 
t<inf,..S(x)<a, 
and hence that a2 v(f)(y). 1
The following theorem is the main result inthis ection: 
THEOREM 3.5. For every measurable function f on X, the equality 
holds, where the integral in the right side is the Lebesgue integral. 
Proof: Since H( (f > s}) c (q(f) > r} whenever s > r, and since 
{&f)>r)=H({f>r}), wehave 
Since j.4( (f> r}) is a non-increasing fu ction fr, it follows that 
except a most countable values ofr, and hence 
fom r(i/>r))dr=JbUU N{rl(f)>r})dr. 
Thus we have 
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4. THE COMPATIBILITY RELATION 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let f and g be extended real valued functions  X, 
and let A c X. We say fand g are compatible onA, or f is compatible with 
g on A, in symbols f - g on A, iff for every pair (x, x’) of elements ofA
f(x) < fb’) implies g(x) < g(x’). 
If A = X, we say simply f and g are compatible andwrite f - g. 
In this ection weshow some properties of this relation andalso prove 
that if - g, then 
The compatibility relation s reflexive, symmetric, andnot transitive. The 
following proposition is bvious. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let f, g, and h be functions with the same domain. Let 
t( ., .) be a two-place r al function which is non-decreasing in each place. Zf 
f-gandf-h, thenf-<(g,h). 
From this proposition t follows that if f - g and f-h, then 
f-(g+h),f-max{g,h}, andf-min{g,h}. Furthermore,ifgand hare 
non-negative, f - g .h. Particularly, sincef-a for every real number a, 
if f - g, then f - a . g for a > 0, f - (g + a), f - max{ g, a}, and 
f -min{g, a). 
LEMMA 4.3. (1) Zf f - g on A, then 
inf [f(x) + g(x)1 = Ef, f(x) + jyS, g(x). 
x E A 
(2) Zf f - g on A, then 
sup [f(x) + g(x)1 = sup f(x) + sup g(x). 
XEA XEA XSA 
Proof: (1) Let s = infx. A f(x) and t = inf,. A g(x). Easily we have 
infx E A [f(x) + g(x)] 2s + t. For an arbitrary positive number E, if we 
write B=(x~AIf(x)<s+&/2} and C={x~AIg(x)<t+&/2}, then, 
since f - g on A, it follows that B n C # a, and hence that 
infx E A [f(x)+g(x)]<s+t+E. Therefore, inf,.. [f(x)+g(x)]=s+t. 
(2) This follows a well. 1
409115912.17 
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Let (X, 9) be a measurable space, (Y, ?V, H) a frame of (X, X), and q the 
interpreter induced byZ-I. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let f and g be measurable functions onX. Then 
au+ g) = r(f) + v(g) whenever f- g. 
Proof By Proposition 3.4we have q(f)( JI) = supA: YEH(Aj infXE A f(x). 
For each A E % we write F(A) =inf,.. f(x) and G(A) =inf,.. g(x). Let 
f- g on X. Then it follows that F-G on %. By the previous lemma we 
obtain that for every y E Y 
vl(f+g)(y)= SUP inf U(x) +g(x)1 A:yeH(A) xsA
= SUP C$;f'x)+~; ‘+)I 
A:yEH(A) 
= SUP CF(A)+G(A )I 
A:yeff(A) 
= sup F(A)+ sup G(A) 
A:yeH(A) A:ysH(A) 
= V(f)(Y) + v(g)(Y). I 
THEOREM 4.5. Let (S,, 9”, H,) be the universal frame of (X, X) and ‘lx 
the interpreter induced by Hx. For every pair (f, g) of measurable functions 
on X, the following conditions areequivalent to each other. 
(1) f-g, 
(2) rlx(f + !?I = ?x(f) + ?xk), 
(3) for every fuzzy measure p on X, 
Proof: (1) implies (2). This follows from the previous theorem. 
(2) implies (3). This follows from Corollary 2.9and Theorem 3.5. 
(3) implies (1). Suppose that f + g. Then there exist two points x 
and x’ such that f(x) <f(x’) and g(x) >g(x’). We define a set function p 
on X by 
if x~Aandx’~A, 
otherwise. 
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Obviously the set function p is a fuzzy measure. We can easily obtain that 
(Cl J(f+ g) d/J = min{f(x) + g(x), f(x’) + Ax’) >, 
(C) jfdcl =f(xL 
and hence that 
(C)i(f+g)d~>(C)lfd~+(C)?;gd~. I 
5. NULL SETS 
Let (X, X, ,u) be a fuzzy measure space. Our definition of null sets is as 
follows: 
DEFINITION 5.1. A set NE X is called a null set (with respect top) iff 
AA TV N) = PV h VAEX. 
We define the “almost everywhere” concept using the “null set” defined 
as above in the same way as the classical measure theory. That is, 
“P(x) a.e.” means that here is a null set N such that P(x) is true for all 
x E N”, where P(x) is a proposition concerning thepoints ofX. 
Whether or not a measurable setA is a null set depends on the domain 
of p. That is, even if A is not a null set with respect to CL, it is possible that 
A is a null set with respect to arestriction of p. 
The next proposition follows immediately from the definition. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. (1) The empty set is a null set. 
(2) A measurable subset of a null set is also a null set. 
(3) A finite union of null sets is a null set. 
(4) Zf p is continuous from below, then a countable union of null sets 
is a null set. 
(5) Every null set is a set of measure zero. 
(6) If p is subadditive, e ry measurable s t of measure zero is a null 
set. 
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The statement (6)implies that our definition of null sets is an extension 
of the classical one. It follows from the statement (3) that he relation 
“ = a.e.” between measurable functions is an equivalence relation. 
LEMMA 5.3. A measurable s t N is a null set if and only if 
AA n NC) = AA ), VAEX. 
Proof: If N is a null set, then for every A E X 
p(A n NC) = p((A n NC) u N) 
=p(AuN) 
=AA). 
The converse follows a well. 1
By the lemma, we have that if p is continuous from above, then a 
countable union of null sets is a null set. 
For every measurable s t W, we denote the restriction of ,Uto 
{A n W 1 A E X} by /J Wand the restriction of a measurable function f to W 
by.f-w- 
LEMMA 5.4. If WC is a null set, then for every measurable function f,
ProoJ: By the previous lemma, we have 
= 
s md{f>rJnW)dr 0 
s 02 = pww({f>rln Wdr 0 
= I a ~d{fw>rl) dr 0 
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THEOREM 5.5. Given a measurable s t N, the following conditions are
equivalent. 
(1) Nisanullset. 
(2) (C)jfdl.L=W)jg&I- or all pair of measurable functions f and g 
such that f(x) = g(x), Vx E NC. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.4 that if W” is a null set, then 
W)jfd~=(C)jfwdlcw 
Therefore, (1)implies (2). Next we prove the converse. Assume that NE SY 
is not a null set. Then there is a measurable set A such that p(A u N) Z 
p(A). If we writef= 1, and g= lAVN, where 1, denotes the characteristic 
function of A, then it follows that 
and f(x) = g(x), VxE NC. The proof is complete. 1 
In the classical measure theory the theorem corresponding to 
Theorem 5.5 holds. And this theorem indicates a fundamental re ation 
between null sets and integrals. Hence the theorem shows that our delini- 
tion of null sets suits he Choquet integral. 
The next result follows from Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 5.4. 
THEOREM 5.6. Zf f and g are measurable functions such that f- g a.e., 
then 
where f- g a.e. means that here xists a null set N such that f- g on N”. 
6. THE CASE WHERE !I Is NOT G-ALGEBRA 
In this ection we postulate that a fuzzy measure is delined on a 
generalized measurable space defined asfollows: 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let X be a non-empty set and 9? a class of subsets of
X. A pair (X, .%) is called a generalized m asurable space if X is a non- 
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empty set and .!!X isa class of subsets ofX which contains Qrand X. If 
(X, X) is a generalized measurable space, a set in 9’ is called a measurable 
set. 
We define fuzzy measures byDefinition 2.2 on the condition (X,%) is a 
generalized measurable space, and also define a fuzzy measure space with 
a generalized measurable space. Then the argument inSection 2 applies to 
the new fuzzy measure. 
We need another definition of measurable functions for generalized 
measurable spaces. Let (X, X) be a generalized measurable space. 
DEFINITION 6.2. A non-negative function f defined onX is c-measurable 
[resp. o-measurable] if and only if 
{f2r}E%,VrE(O, co) [resp.(f>r}E%,VrE(O, co)]. 
If is c-measurable or o-measurable, f is said to be measurable. 
Let (X, $7, p) be a fuzzy measure space. Since for every function which 
is both O-measurable and c-measurable it holds that 
except a most countable values ofr, we can define the Choquet integral as 
follows. 
DEFINITION 6.3. The Choquet integral of ameasurable function f with 
respect to pis defined by
if f is o-measurable, 
if f is c-measurable. 
Let (Y, ?V, H) be a frame of a generalized measurable space (X, X) for 
representation. Because ofthe monotonicity of H,the following definition 
is consistent. 
DEFINITION 6.4. The interpreter rl induced byH is defined by
a-)(Y) =
sup{rl y~WU>rl)l if fis o-measurable, 
swirl y~WDrl)l if fis c-measurable. 
Theorem 3.5 and its proof are applicable to the new measurable function, 
the Choquet integrals, nd the interpreter. 
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The compatibility is closely related to the measurability of combinations 
of two measurable functions. 
THEOREM 6.5. Suppose f and g are functions with the same measurability: 
f and g are both o-measurable or both c-measurable. Let [be a non-negative 
continuous two-place function which is non-decreasing in each place. Zf  w g, 
then the function <(f, g) has the same measurability as f and g. 
This theorem shows that if f and g are functions with the same 
measurability and f N g, then f+ g, f . g, min{,f, g}, and maxif, g} have 
the same measurability. 
The proof of theorem requires thenext lemma. 
LEMMA 6.6. Let f and g be non-negative functions with the same domain. 
The following conditions (l)-(3) are equivalent. 
(1) f-g, 
(2) for every pair (s, t) of non-negative numbers 
{f>s}c{g>t}or(g>t)c(f>s}, 
(3) for every pair (s, t) of non-negative numbers 
(f~s}~{g~t}or{g>,t}~(fBs}. 
Proof (1) implies (2). Assume that {f > .r }$ { g > t }. Then there 
exists x0such that f(xo) >s and g(x,) < t. If g(x) > t, then, since g(x,) < 
g(x), it follows that f(x0) <f(x), and hence that f(x) > s. Therefore, 
Ig>t>c{f>sI. 
(2) implies (1). Assume that f + g. Then there exist x and x’ such 
that f(x) < f(x’) and g(x’) -Cg(x). There are real numbers s and t such that 
f(x)<s<f(x’) andg(x’)<t<g(x), andit follows that {f>s} $ {g>t) 
and {s>t} $ {f>s}. 
In the same way it follows that (1) is equivalent to (3). 1 
Proof of Theorem 6.5. We prove only the case where fand g are both 
o-measurable; th  proof of the other case is similar. Forthe sake of con- 
venience w denote the sets {f >s), {g> t}, and (t(f. g)>r} by F,, G,, 
and H,, respectively. And let F, = G, = 0. Suppose r is an arbitrary non- 
negative real number. We define umbers sand t by 
s=inf{aIF,c H,} and t=inf(bjG,cH,}, 
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where inf 125 = 00. Since FS= U,,S F,, it follows that FS’,c H,, and also that 
G, c H,. Then it is sufficient to prove that H, c F,, H, c G,, or H, = X. 
We first consider the case where s= t = 0. By the previous lemma we can 
assume that FO c G, without loss of generality. Let us assume that 
H, $ Go. Then there is x0 E H, - G,; so it follows that ((0, 0)= 
<(f(x,), g(xO)) > r, and hence that H, = X. 
Let us consider the case where s> 0 or t > 0. 
First we prove the inequality 
5th 2) dr. (6.1) 
If s = 0 and t > 0, then for every non-negative number bless than t, since 
there is x0 E G, -H,, we have ((0, 6) 6 t(f(x,), b  d C(f(x,), g(x,)) < r; 
hence it follows from the continuity of 5 that c(s, t)< r. If s > 0 and t = 0, 
it is proved in like manner. Suppose s> 0 and t >O. Let a and b non- 
negative numbers uch that a-C sand b < t; then F, $ H, and Gb $ H,. 
We can assume that F, c Gb without loss of generality. Thenthere exists 
x0 E F, -H,, and we have T(a, b) d ?j(f(x,), g(x )) < r; so the continuity of 
tj proves (6.1). 
We assume G, c F, and will prove H, c F,. Suppose that x$ F,; then 
f(x) <s and g(x) <t, hence t(f(xL g(x)) 6 5(s, 1). BY (6.11, l(f(x), 
g(x)) < r, i.e., x $ H,. Therefore, H, c F,. The proof is complete. 1 
Last, we consider the concept ofnull sets. 
Since ?Z is not always closed under the formation of finite unions, Defini- 
tion 5.1 is not applicable. We will modify our definition of null sets on the 
basis of the next heorem corresponding to Theorem 5.5. Let (X, 3, /A) be 
a fuzzy measure space. 
THEOREM 6.7. Given a subset N of X, the following conditions are
equivalent. 
(1) For all pairs of measurable functions f and g such that f (x) =g(x), 
Vx E NC, 
(2) For every pair (A, B) of measurable sets, p(A) =,u(B) whenever 
A A B c N, where A A B denotes the symmetric difference between A 
and B. 
(3) Zf N’ and N” are subsets ofN and if A and (A -N’) u N” are 
measurable sets, then ,u(A) = p((A -N’) u N”). 
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Proof. We can prove that (1) is equivalent to (2) in the same way as 
Theorem 5.5 except for the following twodifferences. On  isthat we use 
measurable sets A and B for which A n B c N and p(A) # p(B), instead of
A and A u N in the proof of Theorem 5.5. The other is that in this case the 
fuzzy measure p w on {A n WI A E X} is defined not as a restriction of p 
but by 
p&An W)=PL(A), VAES; 
p w is well-defined whenever Wc( = N) satisfies condition (2). 
(2) implies (3). If we write B= (A -N’) u N”, then it follows that 
A n BcN and hence that p(A)=p((A-N’)uN”). 
(3) implies (2). Assume that A n Bc N and A, BE X. If we write 
N’=A-B and N”=B-A, then N’ and N” are subsets ofN and 
B=(A-N’)uN”; so we have p(A)=p(B). 1 
Condition (1) means the set N is “null,” i.e., ineffective, from the view- 
point of the Choquet integral. Condition (3) means the set N is a set any 
subset of which as no effect on the measure of any measurable set A. 
Condition (2) is the simplest form that characterizes the set N. 
On the basis of the above theorem we redefine null sets: 
DEFINITION 6.8. A subset N of X is a null set iff N satisfies on  of the 
conditions i  Theorem 6.7 and N is c(X)-measurable, i.e.NE o(X), where 
a(X) is the a-algebra generated by X. 
A null set is not always X-measurable. It isnecessary to treat some 
non-X-measurable setsas null sets; for example, ven if f and g are 
X-measurable functions, {x 1 f(x) # g(x)} is not always X-measurable 
since X is not a a-algebra. This is the reason X-measurability is nota 
condition of ull sets. 
If X is a u-algebra, then, since a(X) =X, Definition 6.8 coincides with 
Definition 5.1, that is, Definition 6.8 is a generalization of Definition 5.1; 
this fact follows from Theorem 3.5. This is the reason for a(X)- 
measurability of Definition 6.8. In addition, i  contrast to X-measurability, 
a(X)-measurability is enough for null sets; for example, (xI f(x) # g(x)} is 
a( X)-measurable whenever f and g are X-measurable. 
If X is not a-algebra, the relation “ = a.e.” between measurable functions 
is not always an equivalence relation. 
We can prove the theorem corresponding to Theorem 5.6 using pw 
defined inthe proof of Theorem 6.7. 
If p is subadditive and X is an algebra, we can characterize null sets in 
another way. 
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PROPOSITION 6.9. If ,u is subadditive and% is an algebra ofsubsets ofX, 
then the conditions f Theorem 6.7 are equivalent to condition (4). 
(4) p(A) = 0 for all measurable subset A of N. 
Proof: We prove that condition (4) is equivalent to condition (2)of 
Theorem 6.7. Assume condition (4)and that A n B c N and A, BE !E. 
Since A - Bc N, it follows from condition (4)that p(A -B) = 0 and 
hence that ,u(A n B) <p(A) < p(A n B) + ,u(A -B) = u(A n B). It follows 
similarly that p(B) =,u(A n B), and therefore we have p(A) = p(B). Conver- 
sely, ifcondition (2)is satisfied and if A is a measurable subset ofN, then 
the fact A a @ c N implies that u(A) = p(G) = 0. 1 
APPENDIX 
Here we discuss the representation of fuzzy measures with continuity. Let 
(X, X) be a generalized measurable space and ,U afuzzy measure on 9. 
DEFINITION A.l. Let (Y, ?V, H) be a frame of (X, X). The interpreter H 
is said to be continuous from below [resp. continuous from above] if, 
for every increasing [resp. decreasing] sequence {A,,) cX for which 
lim, Am A,, E%, we have 
lim H(A,) = H( lim A,). 
n-m n-m 
THEOREM A.2. If a fuzzy measure u is continuous from below [resp. 
above], then it has a representation (Y, ?V, m, H) such that H is continuous 
from below [resp. above]. 
Proof The interpreter H of the representation in the proof of 
Theorem 2.5 is continuous from below if ,U is continuous from below. If,u 
is continuous from above, this representation givesa continuous-from- 
above interpreter H only by changing the definition of H to 
if AA I< P(X), 
if 14-4 =AX). I 
DEFINITION A.3. A lower semi-filter [resp. upper semi-filter] in X is a 
semi-filter 8 in X with the property, 
if{A,}cX-0andA,,TA,thenA$8 
[resp. if {A,} c 19, A E X, and A, 1 A, then A E 01. 
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We denote the set of the lower [resp. upper] semi-filters in E by 8, 
[resp. S,]. We define mappings H, and A, by 
LI,(A)= {eESx IAW, 
R,(A)= {6ES,IAE6}. 
We denote by ~7’~ [resp. L!&] the a-algebra generated by { H,(A ) 1 A E !E }
[resp. (R,(A)JAE%}]. 
,Sx and 3, are non-empty since (%- (@})ES~ and (X} ES,. It is 
evident that 8, is a continuous-from-below interpreter from?Z into yx and 
17, is a continuous-from-above interpreter from!E into &. 
We can prove the following theorem and corollary as well as 
Theorem 2.8 and Corollary 2.9. 
THEOREM A.4. Let a fuzzy measure p be continuous from below [resp. 
above]. For every representation R = (Y, Y, m, H) of p for which H is 
continuous from below [resp. above], there xists a measure mR such that 
(Sx, 2% m R, &Z,) [resp. (S,, y’, mR, H,)] is a representation of p 
equivalent to R. 
COROLLARY AS. Zf a fuzzy measure p is continuous from below [resp. 
above], then there xists a measure m such that (&, &, m, &) [resp. 
(S,, S,, m, R,)] is a representation of p. 
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